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Chapter 1.

General Introduction

1.1 Research History of Conjugated Polymer Syntheses

In 1950's, Ziegler and Natta found a new polymerization catalyst

based on titanium compounds combined with organoaluminum

compounds.t'' This noble catalyst enables us to polymerize acetylene,

triggering the sfudy for conjugated polymers. Polyacetylene (cf. Scheme

l-la) attracted a great deal of attention as a candidate of electrically

conductive materials, but the Ziegler-Natta catalyst produced only

insoluble and infusible powder samples, which is hard to use as electrical

materials. In 1960's, Shirakawa et al. succeeded to make film samples of

polyacetylene using an excess amount of Ziegler-Natta catalyst.3'a The

polyacetylene film showed high conductivity after doping with iodine

vapor,t and is known as the first example of rconjugated conductive

polymers. For this achievement, Shirakawa won the Novel Prize in

Chemistry together with Alan U. Heeger and Alan G. MacDiarmid.

. In 1979, Suzuki et al. developed cross coupling reactions which can

easily make carbon-carbon covalent bonding in organic reactions.6 It is still

fresh in our memory that Suzuki et al. won the Novel Prize in Chemistry

for this achievement. In polymer chemistry this technique allows us to

make bonding between fwo aromatic rings, and various a-conjugated
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Scheme l-1. Chemical structures of polymers appearing in this Chapter.

polymers, such as polyfluorenesT and poly(phenylene vinylene)s (cf.

Scheme l-lb and c), were synthesized using this reaction technique. A lot

of studies were carried out not only for cross coupling but also homo

coupling with various metal catalysts or reagents (palladium complexes8 or

nickel reagentse'10), and various kinds of monomers were combined to

synthesize new a-conjugated polymers.

1.2 Electrical and Optical Properties of Organic Semiconductors

Since 1960's, not only polymeric organic semiconductors but also

semiconducting small molecules have been developed extensively.ll

Semiconductivity of these organic materials mainly arises from hole and

electron conduction layers separated by a band gap, being similar to that for

inorganic semiconductors. Characteristic features of the organic



semiconductors are their processability, mechanical flexibility, and low cost.

These materials are expected to use as light-emitting diodes, solar cells,

field-effect transistors, and also chemical and bio-sensors. Among them,

n-conjugated polymers have potential applications to printing electric

circuits, flexible transparent displays or conductors, and actuators. The

conjugated polymers themselves have low electric conductivity, but

oxidative doping with e.g., halogens increases the conductivity enormously.

In 1970's, the addition of a various kind of dopants improved electronic

conductivity of a-conjugated materials. Techniques of the purification and

doping are important in the application to electronic materials.12

n-Conjugated polymers have alternating single and double bonds in

main chain. All carbon atoms of main chains has a-electron, and if bonds of

a main chain take planer structure, adjacent torbital overlaps each other

and n-electron may move along the main chain freely. Furthermore,

delocalization reduces the excitation energy level, and n-electron can be

excited by absorption of light with long wavelengths. Due to this

low-energy excitation, conjugated polymers can be used as photo cellsr3

and light-emitting diodes,ra like inorganic semiconductor. The behavior of

the r-electron described above results in the characteristic electrical and

optical properties.

Processability and flexibility are characteristic features of conductive

polymers distinguished from inorganic metals or semiconductors.ls'16



However, the processability and flexibility often need introduction of

proper side chains to a-conjugated polymers.lT On the other hand, the

introduction of the side chain may disturb the planarity or conjugation of

the main chain. Therefore, suitable molecular designs are necessary to

obtain high perfonnance conductive polymers. The selection of the side

chain is also important to fune, the wavelength of absorbed and emitted

light.

Optical properties of polyisocyanides and polyisocyanates (cf. Scheme

l-ld and e) resemble those of the n-conjtgated hydrocarbon polymers.

Main chains of polyisocyanatesr8 and polyisocyanidesre consist of

alternating carbonyl carbon atoms and nitrogen atoms and of carbon atoms

double bonded with nitrogen atoms, respectively, and a-electrons on the

main chains play an essential role in their optical properties.

We can add polysilane and its derivatives (cf. Scheme 1-1f) to

conjugated polymers. Although the main chain of polysilanes consist of

singly bonded silicon atoms, o-bond electrons of silicon atoms can

delocalize to reduce the excitation energy level. For this reason, polysilanes

are referred to as o-conjugated polymers. The main chain of polysilane has

a niurow UV absorption band near 300 nm and is called the

one-dimensional semiconductor on the analogy of three-dimensional

silicon crystals used as semiconductors.20 However, polysilanes decompose

easily by light irradiation, which is the disadvantage in the use as

4



conducting and semiconducting materials.

1.3 Helicity of Conjugated Polymers

As mentioned above, the main chain of a-conjugated polymers tends to

take the planer conformation since the overlapping of z-orbitals of

neighboring carbon atoms stabilizes the bonding energy. However, as

shown in Figure l-1, the planer conformation often brings about steric

repulsion befween adjacent side chains. To escape the steric repulsion, the

internal rotation of the main chain must slightly deviate from the planer

conformation, but the deviation should be minimized to keep the a-orbital

overlapping. As the result, each main chain bond takes a fixed tilted

rotational angle, and zeconjugated polymers take a certain helical

conformation. Stable helical conformations of polyacetylene, as well as of

polyisocyanate and polyisocyanide, arise from this mechanism.

Figure 1-1. Schematic illustrations of a r-conjugated polymer and of the

helical conformation formed by escaping the steric repulsion between side

chains.



Such a z-conjugated polymers takes two kinds of helical states, i.e.,

the right- and left-handed states, which have the opposite sign but the same

magnitude of the internal rotation angle of main chain. If the side chain or

chain end(s) of the a-conjugated polymer has no chirality, the right- and

left-handed helical states should appear with equal probability so that the

helical n-conjugated polymer must be racemic. On the other hand, if the

rconjugated polymer has optically active side chains (or chain ends) or is

dissolved in a chiral solvent, the right- and left-handed helical states may

be distinguished each other and the polymer exhibits strong circular

dichroism (CD) in the wavelength region of UV-visible absorption of its

main chain.

If the helix sense is often inverted along the main chain, the polymer

should not be regarded as a helical polymer. In fact, most of helical

polymers have long sequences of one sense helical state and the helix

reversal seldom occurs in their main chain. As explained below, the

diffrculty in the helix reversal amplifres the discrimination of right- and

left-handed helical states in the whole polymer chain, and brings about

cooperativity in the helical conformation which is reflected on interesting

CD or optical rotation behavior (see below) and nonlinear responses to

chiral external stimuli.

Let consider a helical polymer chain of which monomer unit can take

only the right- and left-handed helical states (the P and M states,



respectively). Energies of the P and M states per monomer unit are denoted

as Ep and Ey, respectively, and the latter is selected as the reference energy,

setting Eu : 0. As shown in Figure l-2, it is assumed that Ep is much lower

than the thermal energy, represented by the product of the Boltzmann

constant ks and the absolute temperature T, and furthermore that the helix

reversal requires additional energy E being much higher than the thermal

energy; i.e., Ep << ksT and E >> ksT.On these assumptions, the dimer

takes the P and M states with almost the even probability due to the thermal

agitation, but the helix reversal hardly occurs.

Under these conditions, if the degree of polymeization N increases,

hア
|

EM=O  EP  EP+′
|

% Oo ~
ⅣM=40,ⅣP=0

Figure l-2. Energy levels of the perfect M and P helices and of an

imperfect helical state containing a helix reversal. Red and blue circles

indicate monomers taking the P and M states, respectively.

ⅣM=0,Ⅳ P=40



the energy difference between the perfect P and M helices increases

proportionally with 14 as illustrated in Figure 1-2. When NEp becomes

much higher than ksT, the perfect P helix seldom appears in comparison

with the perfect M helix. On the other hand, imperfect helical states

containing helix reversals also seldom appear because of high E. Therefore,

only the perfect M helix is the stable conformation in the polymer chain.

We can say that monomer units with the small energy difference Ep

cooperate in the polymer chain to discriminate the right- and left-handed

helical states. This is the origin of cooperativity of the helical polymers. Of

course, when the degree of polymerization becomes very high, the perfect

M state is entropically unfavorable, and the possibility of the imperfect

helical state containing the helix reversals increases.

Cooperativity in the conformation of helical polymers mentioned

above can be formulated using the Ising model which was originally

proposed to deal with the order-disorder transition in ferromagnetic

materials.2l In the above discussion, we have simply considered the

energies of the P and M states as well as of the helix reversal. However,

those states are also entropically different. In what follows, the difference

in the free energy between the P and M states per monomer unit is denoted

as 2AG,n, and the free energy of the helical reversal is denoted as AG.,

where the middle point of the free energies of the P and M states is taken as

zero of the free energy. According to the theory of Lifson et al. based on



Ising model,rs the fraction,fr of the M state of the helical polymer in the

solution (or the enantiomer excess of the right handed state, 2fM-I) can be

calculated from AG6, AG,, the degree of polymerization,Al, and the absolute

temperature Z. (The original theory of Lifson et al. did not include the

entropic difference of the helical states.22)

The discrimination AG6 of the P and M states can be introduced by

various methods. The chemical introduction of optically active side chains

into a helical polymer is the most popular method for the discrimination

The physical interaction of a helical polymer chain with chiral solvent or

neighboring chiral polymer chains in solution is another method for the

discrimination. As explained above, a small AGn is enough to discriminate

the polymer helical conformation due to the cooperativity.

Cooperativity is also reflected on helicity of chiral-achiral and RS

random copolymers. Figure 1-3 shows examples of the cooperativity in the

chiral-achiral and RS random copolyisocyanates. In Panel A, the

copolymerization of a small amount of the chiral monomer in PI I induces

a sharp increase in the optical rotation of the polyisocyanate chain.23 This

type of chiral-achiral random copolymer is often called as the

"sergeants-and-soldiers" copolymer, because achiral monomer units

(soldiers) obey the preferred sense of the minor chiral monomer units

(sergeants). On the other hand, the chiral-achiral random copolyisocyanate

PI-2 in Panel A exhibits a helical sense inversion with changing the chiral
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Figure 1-3. Composition dependences of the enantiomer excess for

"sergeants-and-soldiers" polyisocyanates (A), and of the optical

rotation of a "majority-ruIe" polyisocyanate (B).

monomer content. That is, in this copolyisocyanate the achiral monomer

unit does not oley the order of the chiral monomer unit. A nonlinear

phenomenon is also observed in RS random copolymers, as shown in Panel

B of Figure l-3.21 An abrupt transition from almost perfectly righr to

left-handed helices occurs by a small change of the monomer content from

the racemic state. These helical copolymers are referred to as the

"maj ority-rule copolymer. "

There are helical polymers reported that the introduction of optically

active side chains did not induce CD in dilute solution. Some of them,

however, induce CD after the phase separation or aggregation take place in

their solutions by addition of non-solvent or reducing temperature.

10



Optically active polythiophene and polysilane derivatives are famous

examples.24'2s In these aggregation- and phase-separation-induced CD, the

intermolecular chiral interaction among helical polymer chains may play an

important role. However, the detailed mechanism of these phenomena has

not been elucidated yet.

1.4 Study of Polyfluorenes

Polyfluorene is one of z-conjugated polymers. Polyfluorene itself is

hardly dissolved in common solvents, but substitution of side chains

increases its solubility to organic solvents as well as water and reduces its

crystallinity.26 Polyfluorene derivatives have interesting electrical and

optical properties and attract increasing interest as a candidate for organic

light-emitting diodes with high quantum yield and high hole mobility.

Figure 1-4 shows the molecular structure of polyfluorene derivatives.

In the backbone, only the internal rotation around the bond b2 is permitted.

However, the internal rotation is not free. On one hand, a-orbitals of the

carbon atoms connected by the bond b2 tend to overlap to gain the

z-bonding energy, which makes the polyfluorene backbone planer. On the

other hand, the perfectly planer conformation slightly increases the

conformational energy due to the steric repulsion between hydrogen atoms

indicated by circles in Figure 1-4. As the result, the polyfluorene chain

tends to take a tilted conformation.2T



RR

Figure 1-4. Molecular structure of a polyfluorene derivative.

Molecular modeling based on ab initio molecular orbital calculations

indicated that the energetically favorable conformation of the polyfluorene

backbone is 512 or 5/I helix with taking the internal rotation angle h @t.

Figure I-4) : 143" and 68o,tt respectively, and the former helical

conformation was confirmed by electron and X-ray diffraction from

spin-coated film and fiber of a polyfluorene derivative as well as from a

solution study. The stable conformation of polyfluorene derivatives in the

solid state is however dependent on the side chain R substituted. The 512

helix was observed for polyfluorene with branched alkyl side chains,

poly(9,9-bis(2-ethylhexyl)fluorene), and the chain is packed hexagonally in

.crystal. On the other hand, polyfluorene with linear alkyl side chains, e.g.,

poly(9,9-di-n-octylfluorene), often takes a more planer conformation,

called sometimes as the "pphase" with fi2 = 160o, and side chains of

neighboring polyfluorene chains interpenetrate each other in crystal.2e

If optically active side chains are substituted to polyfluorene, we

12



might expect a helical conformation with a preferred handedness. Wu et al.

reported that two optically active polyfluorenes shown in Figure 1-5 did not

exhibit CD in dilute solution.3O This may be owing to that the asymmetric

carbon on the side chain is too far from the bond b' to interact chirallv.

PDMOF PCF

Figure 1-5. Chemical structures of two optically active polyfluorene

derivatives studied bv Wu et al.3o

Wu and Sato30 found an exciton-coupling type CD at the wavelength

of the backbone absorption in dilute tetrahydrofuran (THF) and toluene

solutions upon cooling as low as -80 oC, where polyfluorene chains

probably form aggregates. Oda et al. observed strong CD and circularly

polarized electroluminescence for spin-coated films of some polyfluorenes

bearing chiral alkyl side chains after annealing. These results indicate that

the chiral discrimination is induced by an intermolecular chiral interaction

among optically active polyfluorene chains in condensed systems so that

13



the polyfluorene backbone takes a preferred helical sense.

1.5 Purpose of This Study

Although Wu and Sato30 found the aggregation induced CD for

optically active polyfluorenes at ca. -80 oC, characterization of

polyfluorene aggregates in solution at -80 'C was rather difhcult, so that

detailed mechanism of the aggregation-induced CD was not investigated.

In this study, we have searched the solvent condition where an

optically active polyfluorene derivative exhibits CD in dilute solution near

the room temperafure. Poly(2,7-[9,9-bis((,9)-citronellyl)]fluorene) (PCF, cf.

Figure 1-5) was chosen as the test polymer, and the phase-separation

induced CD was found in dilute THF solutions of this polymer near the

room temperafure, by adding a non-solvent, methanol. To elucidate detailed

mechanism of the phase-separation-induced CD, we have investigated the

kinetics of CD induced upon cooling the THF-methanol solution, as well as

the phase-separating solutions by light scattering measurements. The latter

measurements provided us information about the CD active concentrated

phase in the phase-separating solution. On the basis of those experimental

results, we have proposed a model for the CD induction in phase-separating

solutions of helical polymers. This study on the phase-separation induced

CD phenomenon in PFC is described in Chapter 2.

As mentioned in Section 1.3, helical chiral-achiral random copolymers

14



often exhibit interesting chiroptical properties, e.g., sergeants-and-soldiers

behavior, the composition-driven helical screw-sense inversion,3l'32 and so

on. Therefore, it may be interesting to extend the CD induction study in

phase separating solution to a helical chiral-achiral random copolyfluorene.

In this study, a random copolymer, poly(2,7-[9,9-bis((.!-

citronellyl)]fluorene-random-9,9-di-n-octyl fluorene) shown in Figure l-6

was chosen to study the phase separation induced CD, and a double

screw-sense inversions by changing the chiral monomer content .r was

found. The results are presented in Chapter 2.

Figure 1-6. Chemical structure of a chiral-achiral copolymer of

optically active/inactive fluorene derivative.

As will be explained in Chapters 2 and 3, the phase separation CD

induction mentioned above was concluded to occur by nonracemization of

helical state of the main chain of optically active polyfluorene due to the

15



intermolecular chiral interaction in the phase separated concentrated phase.

To clarify the packing structure of polyfluorene chains in the concentrated

phase, we carried out X-ray scattering measurements on non-phase

separated concentrated solutions of polyfluorene. THF used for the CD

induction experiment is a volatile solvent not being suitable for

measurements of concentrated solutions. Therefore we chose mesitylene as

another good solvent. The results of X-ray scattering measurements are

shown in Chapter 4.

Summary of main results and conclusions obtained in this work are

given in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2.

Phase-Separation Induced Circular Dichroism in Dilute

Solutions of an Optically Active Polyfluorene Homopolymer

2.1 Introduction

Polyfluorene, a r-conjugated polymer, has interesting electrical and

optical properties and attracts increasing interest as a candidate for organic

light-emitting diodes with high quantum yield and high hole mobility.r'2

Circular dichroism (CD), optical activity, and circular polarized

luminescence are additional optical and electro-optical properties that

enable polyfluorene to be utilized in optical devices or sensors. Several

researchers'-t were interested in these properties and investigated optically

active polyfluorene derivatives bearing chiral side chains.

Molecular modeling based on ab initio molecular orbital calculations

indicated that the energetically favorable conformation of the polyfluorene

backbone is a 512 or 5ll helix,8'e and this helical conformation was

supported by electron and X-ray diffraction from the spin-coated film and

'fiber of a polyfluorene derivatives' 10, 
?S well as from a solution study.6

However, dilute solutions of optically active polyfluorene derivatives

usually exhibit little CD.6't This implies that the optically active side chain

hardly differentiates the energies of the right- and left-handed helical

conformations of the polyfluorene backbone. On the other hand, strong CD,
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circular selective reflection, and circular polarized luminescence were

observed for optically active polyfluorene derivative films, demonstrating

that the chiral discrimination arises from the intermolecular interaction in

the condensed phase.3'a' 11

Some n- and o-conjugated polymers, e.8, polythiophene and

polysilane derivatives, were reported to induce strong CD in dilute

solutions by aggregation or phase separation. 12-1s In these aggregation- and

phase-separation-induced CD, the intermolecular chiral interaction among

conjugated polymer chains may play an important role. However, the

detailed mechanism of these phenomena has not been elucidated.

Recently, Wu and SatoT reported aggregation-induced CD in dilute

tetrahydrofuran (THF) and toluene solutions of two optically active

polyfluorene derivatives upon cooling to as low as -80 oC. The observed

exciton-coupling signal of CD arising from the polyfluorene main-chain

was inverted by changing the solvents (THF and toluene) or through tiny

differences in the side-chain chemical structure. Because of the difficulty in

characterization of polyfluorene aggregates in solution at -80 oC, the

detailed mechanism of the aggregation- induced CD was not investigated in

the previous study.

In this study, we have investigated the solvent condition where an

optically active polyfluorene derivative exhibits CD in a dilute solution

near room temperatur e. P oly(2,7- [9,9-bis((5)-citronellyl)]fl uorene) (PCF,
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Scheme 2-1) was chosen as the test polymer, and phase-separation induced

CD was found in dilute THF solutions of this polymer near room

temperature by adding a non-solvent, methanol. To elucidate the detailed

mechanism of the CD induction, we have investigated the kinetics of CD

induced upon cooling in the THF-methanol solution, as well as the

separated droplet phase, by light scattering measurements. On the basis of

those experimental results, we have proposed a model for CD induction in

phase-separating solutions of helical polymers.

Scheme 2-1. Repeating unit of PCF.

2.2 Experimental Section

2.2.lPolymer Samples

The dibromofluorene monomer was polymerized in a hot mixture of

toluene and Nfl-dimethylformamide (DMF) using a zero-valent nickel
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reagent by the Yamamoto coupling reaction.) The polymer was divided into

7 fractions by fractional precipitation using toluene as the solvent and

methanol as the precipitant Two fractions, PCF2-I and PCF2-3, were

chosen for the following experiments. The solvents THF and methanol

were distilled under calcium hydrate as a desiccant.

2.2.2Turbidity

Methanol was added dropwise under stirring to THF solutions of the

fraction PCF2-1 with different polymer concentrations, and the turbidity of

each solution was observed at room temperature by eye to construct the

ternary phase diagram of PCF, THF, and methanol. In what follows, the

composition of the ternary system is expressed in terms of the volume

fraction {teosof methanol at the mixing of THF and methanol and the PCF

mass concentration c in the total solution.

2.2.3 Circular Dichroism and UV-VIS Absorption

Circular dichroism (CD) and ultraviolet-visible light (W-VIS)

absorption spectra were measured on phase-separating solutions of fraction

PCF2-I with fy.6H : 0.5 and different c using a JASCO J-720WO

spectropolarimeter at 40 "C and 15 "C. A quartz cell with a 10-cm optical

pass length and a thermostat jacket was used for the measurements.
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2.2.4Light Scattering

Static light scattering measurements were carried out on THF and

methanol-added THF solutions of samples PCF2-1 and PCF2-3 using a

Fica 50 light scattering photometer with vertically polarized incident light

of 546 nm and without an analyzer. The light scattering systems were

calibrated using toluene as the reference material.

For THF solutions of the two PCF samples, the Rayleigh ratio Re

excess over that of the solvent obtained at the scaffering angle 0 was

analyzed by the conventional Berry plot to determine the weight-average

molar mass M*, the second virial coefficient 42, and the z-average square

radius of gyration (^t') using the equationsr6

鳳〔号12= スィwM2+ろ
AイWν

26+…
ち =渉←ぜ燿J0

where K is the optical constant defined by K=4n2n0@"tar)'f Nolo

with the solvent refractive index ns, the specific refractive index increment

AnlAc, the Avogadro constant Na, and the wavelength of the incident light

in vacuo )., and k is the magnitude of the scattering vector defined by

.1i=(4nnrll")sin(0lZ). The results of M*, A2, dnd (S>''' for samples

PCF2-1 and PCF2-3 in THF are listed in Table 2-L
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Table 2-I. Molecular characteristics of the PFC samples used.

samplc  」シ鴇/105 /2/10~3cm3m01g 2 (メ )12/nm

PCF2… 1    1.21         1.32          35.3

PCF2-3    1.29         1.38          31.6

Light scattering from the polymer in a mixed solvent is affected by

preferential adsorption. Due to this effect, eq. 1 should be replaced by the

following equation,rT

鳳げ[豊L協時1刊
既陪)2=渉←ギ燿J②

where (acrlac)r, is the increment of the mass concentration c1 of the

secondary solvent.(methanol in our system) with increasing c at a constant

solvent chemical potential, and (aal)c)", and (aalacr)" are the specific

refractive index increments of the polymer and the secondary solvent

components, respectively.
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The specific refractive index increment (anlac),, at constant solvent

composition, included in K, was measured at 30 oC using a differential

refractometer of the modified Schulz-Cantow type. Figure 2-l shows the

results of (amlOc),rat dvt.os (cr) : 0 (0 g/cm3),0.2 (0.21 glcm3), and 0.35

(0.3S g/cm';, represented by filled circles. The value of (Afilac)"tat fiv"ou

(c,) : 0.5 (0.57 g/cm3; was obtained by extrapolation (unfilled circle in

Figure 2-1).

0.5

hn.-l' 0.4

(-)=-- 
0.3(j

\\, 0.2
.R
CO
v 0.1

0.35

.A9tteort -
r).20

1.37 1.38 1.39 1.4 1.41 1.42
tto

Figure 2-1. Specific refractive index increments of PCF in THF and

HF-methanol mixtures at 30'C.
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2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Phase Diagram

Figure 2-2 illustrates the phase diagram of the ternary system of

sample PCF2-I, THF, and methanol at room temperature. Here c is the

polymer mass concentration, dr,teog is the volume fraction of methanol at

the mixing of THF and methanol, and the unfilled and filled circles indicate

single-phase and biphasic states, respectively. This is a typical ternary

phase diagram of a polymer, solvent, and non-solvent.18 CD and UV-US
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Figure 2-2. Phase diagram of the ternary system PCF, THF, and methanol at
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absorption as well as light scattering measurements, mentioned below, were

made in the two-phase region mostly at fixed hteos: 0.5.

2.3.2 Circular Dichroism and UV-VIS Absorption

Figure 2-3 shows CD and UV-US absorption spectra of sample

PCFZ-1 in the THF-methanol mixture of fr,a"eH: 0.5 (c:6.0 x l0-7 glcm3).

Although the solution is CD inactive at 40 "C, a bisign signal grows upon

cooling of the solution to 15 oC. While the peak height of the UV-VIS

absorption decreases with the cooling time, that of the CD spectrum

increases, except at 300 min. The diminishment of the absorption spectrum

may arise from the increase of scattering from the solution; the scattered

light cannot contribute to the absorption. (Although not shown, the baseline

of the original UV-VIS absorption curve was considerably dependent on

the wavelength ),according to Rayleigh's 2a-lawt6 and increased with time

at l5 'C. This baseline was subtracted from the original absorption curve to

obtain l, shown in Figure 2-3.) Similar CD and UV-VIS absorption spectra

were obtained at different c (: 2.0 " l0-7 gl" t and 4.0 x 10-7 g/cm3;.

These CD inductions were almost reversible, that is, when the quenched

solutions were heated to 40 oC, the induced CD vanished again.

In Figure 2-3,the UV-VIS absorption peak seems to show a slight red

shift. If this red shift reflects the transformation to the p-phase of
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polyfluorene chains,le the peak should return to the original position upon

heating to 40 oC. However, the red shift was not reversible. The UV-VIS

absorption experiment for the phase-separating solutions is affected by the

wavelength-dependent scattering, and the baseline subtraction may not be

enough to perfectly correct this scaffering effect. Owing to this

experimental uncertainty, we do not argue the origin of the small peak shift

here.

The induced CD must arise from the separating concentrated phase,

and the molar circular dichroism Ae. of the concentrated phase is calculated

from the observed ellipticity 9by

△亀 =4π
log θ

(1000c"lMo)@l
(3)

where c" and @ ate the mass concentration and the volume fraction (in the

total solution) of the concentrated phase, respectively, Mo is the molar mass

of the PCF repeating unit, and I is the path length; @/ represents the

average path length of the concentrated phase. On the other hand, the

average molar extinction coefficient 6c of the concentrated phase is

calculated from the observed absorbance I usine

先= (4)

where c6 is the mass concentration of the coexisting dilute phase. Thus, the

Kuhn dissymmetry factor of the concentrated phase may be proportional to
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the following quantiry:2o

gc=Ae",^ft,- =
4nloge (s)

180 A^(c - c6)lc

Here, 0^ and A^ are the peak heights of ellipticity and absorbance,

respectively.

The value of c6 was estimated by light scattering (cf. Figure 2-6).

Figure 2-4 displays the time evolution of g" of the solutions shown in

Figure 2-3 after quenching from 40 to 15'C. The datapoints can be fitted

to single-exponential functions (solid curves in the figure), although the

initial and final gc values are slightly different at each polymer

concentration c. Therefore, the CD induction obeys first-order reaction

kinetics (cf. the discussion at the end of this section). From the fitting

curves, the reactionrate constant was estimated to be 2.5 x 10-4 s-t. Thus.

the CD induction is a rather slow molecular event.
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2.3.3 Light Scattering

Figure 2-5 compares (Kc/Rs)tt2 at 0 + 0 for sample PCF2-3 in THF

and a THF-methanol mixture with Qveos = 0.2. The disagreement of the

intercepts comes from preferential adsorption, and using eq,. 2 we can

estimate the degree of preferential adsorption (acrl0c)r, to be -0.025. [At

dveos : 0.2, (aalacr)"-o : -0.089 cm3/g.1 Neglecting the solvent

composition dependence of (Acrf)c)^, we may calculate the optical

constant f* n eq.2 at l4eos:0.5 using (anlacr)"-_o: -0.11 cm3/g and

3.3

0   0.2   0.4   0.6   0.8    1    1.2

ご 10-3 g cin~3

Figure 2‐ 5。 Concentration dcpendcnces of(資 ′R∂ 1/2at θ―→O for samplc

PCF2‐ 3in THF and a THF― methanol m破turc with AlcoH=0・ 2.
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(aalac), :0.326 cm'lg (cf. Figure 2-1).

At 6t"on : 0.5, Re is high enough, even for very dilute solutions,

because droplets of the minor concentrated phase possess very strong

scattering power. In Figure 2-6, (R/I{)t'' ut 0 -+ 0 for sample PCF2-| at

dMeog: 0.5 and 40 'C is plotted against c. From this plot, RB seems to

vanish at ca. 3 x l0-8 g/cm3. This critical concentration can be regarded as

the polymer concentration c6 of the coexisting dilute phase. In what follows,

we are interested in droplets of the minor concentrated phase in the solution,

which is responsible for the CD induction. The mass concentration of the

concentrated phase droplets in the solution is given by " - c6. Strictly

8000

6000

4000

2000

01234567
c I0-7 s cm-3

Figure 2-6. Concentration depend 
"n"" 

of (n)t)''' ut 0 -+ lfor sample

PCF2-1 at 6t"on:0.5 and 40 oC.
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speaking, c6 slightly depends on c, but within the dilute c range we

examined c6 ma! be approximated to be 3 x l0-8 glcm3, as determined in

Figure 2-6, irrespective of c.

Figure 2-7 compares 1f.1c - ci/Rslr/2 for the concentrated droplet

phase in a solution of sample PCF2-I (dul"oH:0.5, c:6.0 x l0-7 g/cm1) at

PCF2-1(為eOH=0・ 5,15℃ )1

o

o

40r
15 rnin

30 rnin

60 min

I lt l stru

300 rnin

t? t to-4nrn 2

Figure 2-7. Angular dependences of [r<.(c - c6)/R6]t/2 for the concenhated

droplet phase in a solution of sample PCF2-I (hs"os: 0.5, c : 6.0 x 10-7

g/cm3) at 40 oC and upon cooling to 15 'C; solid curves, calculated by eqs

6-10 with the fitting parameters listed in Table 2-II.
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40 oC and upon cooling to 15 oC. The scattering intensity and thus the size

and amount of the droplet phase in the solution change little upon cooling.

Similar temperature insensitive light scattering results were also obtained

for solutions of sample PCF2-| with fM"sH : 0.5 and different c (2.0 x l0-7

glcm3 and,4.1 x 10-7 glcm3). This is in sharp contrast to the CD induction

shown in Figure 2-3, indicating that the phase separation may be a

necessary condition, but not a sufficient one, for CD induction.

Let us assume that the droplets of the concentrated phase are

polydisperse spherical particles obeying a log-normal distribution. The

log-normal distribution2l' 22 is expressed in terms of the weight fraction

w(M of the molar mass M given by

w(M) = ---r, *"-r{-lp'n<ul 
u'1'z} (6)

where

β≡

with weight- and number-average molar masses M* and M,- The particle

scattering function P(k) of the sphere with a molar mass Mis given by 23

(7)

買わ=歯卜<Q嗽∞くのF

whcre R is the radius ofthc sphcrc relatcd toル イby

争R3亀%=ν

(8)

鴫 鴫 , 2h(嶋 /嶋 )
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with Avogadro's constant Na and mass concentration c. of the concentrated

phase.

Polymer concentrations of the solutions investigated are so dilute (<

10-6 g/cm3) that the interparticle interference effect may be neglected in the

scattering intensity. In such a case, t{G - c)/R6can be calculated byr6'z+

(10)

Figure 2-8 shows fitting results of K'(c - ci/Ro for phase-separating

solutions of sample PCF2-1 with Qya"sH: 0.5 and three different c at 40 "C.

The solid curves, drawn using eqs. 6 - 10 with the fitting parameters listed

in Table 2-II, almost fit to the experimental data points. The weight-average

molar mass M* of the concentrated droplet phase is of the order of 1010,

indicating that each droplet consists of ca. 10s PCF chains. The molar mass

distribution of the droplet phase is wide, ranging from 107 to 1012. The

concentration of the concentrated droplet phase is ca. 0.4 g/cm3, and we can

expect a strong intermolecular interaction among PCF chains in the

concentrated phase. The solid curves in Figure 2-7 are also theoretical

.curves calculated by eqs. 6 - l0 with the fitting parameters listed in Table

2-II. The fitting parameters indicate that the molar mass distribution of the

droplet phase becomes slightly wider and the smaller droplet phase

increases upon cooling.

κ*寄り=満 =[f‐1/POズノ)潔
]・
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Table 2-rr. Fitting parameters characterizing the concentrated droplet

phase in solutions of sample PCF2-1 with hreou:0.5.

c/10-7gcm-3 temperaturefC M*11010 M*/M co/gcm-3

2.0,4.7

6.0

6.0

40

40

15

2.0

5.0

5.0

20

20

50

0.43

0.42

0.42

0.5

′/10-4nm~2

Figure 2-8. Angular dependences of [K@ - c6)/Rsfitz for concentrated

dropletphases in solutions of sample PCF2-l with fr\a.6H:0.5 and three

different c at 40 "c; solid curves, calculated by eqs. 6 * l0 with the fitting

parameters listed inTable 2-IL
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It was verified that the anisotropic light scattering intensity is almost zero

for the phase-separating solution of PCF with c - l0-6 g/cm3 and QTa,slt:

0.5. This indicates that the concentrated phase may not be the

liquid-crystalline phase.

The concentration c" is much higher than the overlap concentration of

sample PCF2-1 (- 10t glcm3; cf. Table 2-l), and,the PCF chains are highly

entangled with each other in the concentrated phase. Therefore, the helical

sense conversion in PCF chains is rather difficult, which may be

responsible for the slow CD induction demonstrated in Figure 2-4.

2.3.4Intermolecular Chiral Interaction and CD Induction

According to the molecular orbital calculation and molecular

modeling,s'e the .polyfluorene chain favorably takes a 512 or 5/l helical

conformation. However, PCF did not exhibit circular dichroism in a dilute

THF solution near room temperature.u't This indicates that PCF chains take

right- and left-handed helical conformations with equal probability. On the

other hand, in phase-separating THF solutions of PCF by adding methanol,

the right- and left-handed helical conformations are discriminated to induce

CD due to polyfluorene main-chain absorption. This chiral discrimination

may come from some chiral interaction among PCF chains in the

separating concentrated droplet phase.

Applying Mclachlan's general theory25-28 of dispersion interaction,
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Osipov2e-3l formulated the chiral attractive interaction potential r,ll* between

two chfual objects as follows:

(11)

where a and a' are unit vectors parallel to the principal axes of the two

objects, p is the distance vector between the centers of mass of the two

objects (see Figure 2-9), and,l is the interaction strength calculated by

,. =@por[r3 
*".(qr -3rt)*qr"r][(2_grr -gr-)'- -sr-] (12)

l6n2 h s.(€.*rr)t

Here, lt is the Dirac constant, u is the segment volume, ar is the angular

frequency, €.rn, 41, and ey are the solvent permittivity and the longitudinal

and transverse components of the segment permittivity, respectively, and 91;

and gr are the longitudinal and transverse components of the segment

gyration tensor, iespectively. w' is a short range interaction proportional to

p-i. Equati on 12 may govern the solvent dependence of the induced CD. 7

a'

/ql

デーチ[“
卜

(むJ←
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Figure 2-9. Schematic diagram of two interacting chiral objects
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The right- or left-handed helical conformation of the PCF chain

provides the chirality. Therefore, helical segments of the PCF chain can be

regarded, as chiral objects, and the chiral interaction w* given by eq. 11 is

expected among the segments. Although w' should be zero if the segment

orientation is perfectly isotropic, we may expect non-zero w* because of the

local anisotropic orientation of the segments due to the anisotropic

interaction at close approach.

From symmetry rv* betr""".r right-handed helical segments must be the

same magnitude as, and opposite in sign to, that befween left-handed

helical segments; also, w* : 0 between right- and left-handed helical

segments. Thus, in the solution of PCF where the fraction of the

right-handed helical segment is$, the average w. should be proportional to

2f, -l of the solution.

Including the entropic term, the difference AG6 in the free energy

between right- and left-handed helical segments may be written in the form

△Ch=κ (2ル ー1) (12)

where r is the proportional constant, and its sign is determined by the

intrinsic chirality of the PCF chain, i.e., its chiral side chain. Lifson etal.3z

calculated$ on the basis of the one- dimensional Ising model. Their theory

includes three fitting parameters, AG6, the free energy AG. of the helix

reversal, and the number of segments i/6 per chain. Now, we choose the

repeating unit of PCF as the segment; N0 : 280 for sample PCF2-1.
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Although we have no information about AG, for the PCF chain, here we

choose a value of 10 kJ/mol for AG. This is the typical AG. value for

helical polymers like polyacetylene or polyiso cyanate derivatives.20' 33

Figure 2-10 displays the temperature dependence of 2fp - 1 for three

different r on the basis of the Ising model. It can be seen that 2fp - I

sharply increases with decreasing temperature below some critical value.

The strong temperature dependence of the induced CD in Figure 2-3 seems

to be consistent with this theoretical result.

When the helical sense conversion of the PCF segment occurs though

the segment-segment interaction, there are four elementary reaction

processes:

kooM+P "' >2P M+M frP,M 
>P+M

(13)

P+P kM,P 
>M+P P+M kM,M 

>2M

where P and M represent the right- and left-handed helical states of each

segment, and kp,p, kp,ta, kr,t,p, and k1a,y are rate constants of the elementary

reactions. If those elementary reaction rates are determined only by the

energies of the initial and final states, we have the relationS kqr: knr (= kr)

and k1a,p : kv,tur (= frv) from the above symmetry argument on ,*. Using

these relations, we finally obtain the following kinetic equation of the

first-order reaction
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2.fp -t = t, - 0," 
{t- e*p[-(r, + r, )r]] (14)

fr, +k, (

This is consistent with the experimental result of time evolution of g.

shown in Figure 2-4.

爵r=10 kJ/mol,AЪ =280

κ=60J/nlol

50J/1nol

40J/1nol

0      10     20     30     40     50

tempertturぴC
Figure 2… 10。 Temperaturc dcpcndencc of 2/P-l calCulated for thrce

diffcrentメ (on thc basis ofthc lsing modcl fbr helical polymcrs 31、 Ⅳith

嶋 =280,△ Gr=10 kJ/mol,and eq 12.

0.8

= 0.6
|

洋 0.4

0.2
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2.4 Conclusions

We have investigated the induced CD in phase-separating solutions of

an optically active polyfluorene derivative (PCF). In the phase-separating

solutions, the polymer concentration of the minor concentrated phase was

very high (- 0.4 glcm3). The CD induction occurring in that concentrated

phase was temperature sensitive and obeyed first-order reaction kinetics in

the quenched solution. This was a rather slow process (the rate constant

was 2.5 , 10-a s-r).

The above experimental results can be explained by the following

molecular mechanism. In the separating concentrated phase, each PCF

segment feels strong chiral interactions from surrounding PCF segments.

These interactions may bring about a helical sense reversal, followed by the

non-racemization of PCF chains that induces CD. The helical sense

conversion by the segment-segment interaction originates from the four

elementary reaction processes given by eq. 13, which provide first-order

reaction kinetics under a certain condition. The temperature sensitivity of

the CD induction can be explained on the basis of the Ising model for

helical polymers. The slow process of CD induction may be due to high

entanglements among PCF chains in the concentrated phase.
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Chapter 3.

Double Screw-Sense Inversions of Helical Chiral-Achiral

Random Copolymers of f,'luorene Derivatives in Phase

Separating Solutions

3.1 Introduction

Recently, n- and o-conjugated polymers, which possess interesting

electrical and optical properties, have attracted much interest as candidates

for organic light-emitting diodesl-3 and chemical sensors.o Chiroptical

properties, such as circular dichroism (CD), optical rotation, and circular

polarized luminescence, enrich the applications of these organic

semiconductors as optical devices or sensors.5-e Optically active side chains

may introduce chiroptical properties into conjugated polymers, but some

polymers exhibit these properties only in films or phase separating

solutions,lo-l3 which indicates that intermolecular chiral interactions are

necessary to induce the chiroptical properties in such conjugated polymers.

Polyfluorene derivatives are n-conjugated polymers. From electron

.and X-ray diffractiont*, t' u, well as molecular modeling,la' 16 these

polymers are known to take a helical conformation, but chirality introduced

to the side chain of the polymers was not found to induce circular

dichroism (CD) on their backbone chain in dilute solution. This finding
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probably results from weak intramolecular chiral interactions that cannot

discriminate against the handedness of the backbone helical conformation.

In the previous Chapter,lT the CD induction of an optically active

homopolymer of fluorene derivative, poly(2,7-19,9-bis((,S-

citronellyl)lfluorene) (PCF), in dilute THF solutions was found by the

addition of a non-solvent methanol. Although the methanol-added solutions

were almost transparent because of low polymer concentrations (- 10-6

gl" t), static light scattering measurements indicated a liquid-liquid phase

separation to form concentrated droplet phases, and it was concluded that

this induction arises from the intermolecular chiral interaction of

polyfluorene chains in the concentrated droplet phases separated from the

dilute solution.

Helical chiral-achiral random copolymers often exhibit interesting

chiroptical properties, €.g., sergeants-and-soldiers behavior,ls-20

composition-driven helical screw-sense inversion,"''2 and so on. Therefore,

the CD induction study in phase separating solution was recently extended

to a helical chiral-achiral random copolymer of fluorene derivatives,

poly(2,7-19,9-bis((^$-citronellyl)lfluorene-random-9,9-di-n-octyl fluorene),

as shown in Scheme 3-1, and double screw-sense inversions were found by

changing the chiral monomer content x. To the best of our knowledge, this

is the first observation of composition-driven double sense inversions in
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helical chiral-achiral random copolymers. In this Chapter, this finding is

reported along with the theoretical argument of its origin.

Scheme 3-1. Chemical strucfure of the chiral-achiral random copolymer

studied.

3.2 Experimental Section

3.2.1 Samples

Mixtures of the chiral and achiral dibromofluorene monomers of

different compositions were copolymerized in a hot mixture of toluene and

N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) using a zero-valent nickel reagent by the

Yamamoto coupling reaction.T Each copolymer sample was divided into

three fractions by fractional precipitation using THF as the solvent and

methanol as the precipitant, and the middle main fraction was chosen for

the following experiments.

The chiral monomer content x of five middle copolymer fractions was

estimated from the ratio of the integrated intensities of the proton signals of

the chiral side chains and aromatic rings. The results, listed in Table 3-I,
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are very close to the compositions fed at the copolymerization (the numbers

in the parentheses in the second column of Table 3-I). The weight average

molecular weights, M*, and the ratios of M* to the number average, Mn of

the five fractions were determined by size-exclusion chromatography with

a multi-angle light scattering detector (SEC-MALS;.23 Table 3-I lists the

results and weight average degree of polymeizatron No,* calculated from

the M- determined. The values of M*lMn indicate the relatively narrow

molecular weight distributions of the fractions used in this study. One

fraction of the chiral homopolymer PCF prepared in the previous Chapter

was added to the copolymer fractions for the following CD induction study,

and its M*was determined by static light scattering (SLS).17 The values of

No,* of all the fractions were within the range of ca. 100-300.

Table 3-I. Characteristics of polymer fractions used in this study and of

concentrated droplet phases in methanol-added THF solutions of fractions

PC5O5 and PCF.

Fraction i名/104 瓦0、 重dM、
C Rynmd Rw/Rnd c./gcm-l d

PC802

PC604

PC505

PC208

PCF

o.80 " 10.8 
o;

o.oo " 1o.o )
o.so " 1o.s )
o. l9 " 10.2 

o;

r.o (r.ob)

ll.5'

4.1'

7.0'

10.5 "

rr rdlJ.+

267

98

169

264

305

15

13

1.4

15

l1o"(83) r.+'(r.s) o.eo"1o.se)

rso"(rzo) r.a'(r.s) o.so"1o.so)

u Determined by tH l.ilr4R. b Chiral monomer composition fed at the polymerization.

" Determined by SEC-MALS. d Determined by SLS. " at l5 'C. rat 40 oC.
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3.2.2 Measurements

Each fraction was first dissolved in THF (S x l0-7 glcm3), and then,

methanol was added to the THF solution at room temperature. The

methanol volume fraction $r,r"on in the mixed solvent and the frnal polymer

concentration c in the THF-methanol solution were adjusted to 0.5 and 4 x

l0-7 glcm3, respectively. CD and SLS measurements were conducted using

the THF-methanol solutions prepared using a JASCO J-720WO

spectropolarimeter and a Fica 50 light scattering photogoniometer with 546

nm incident light, respectively, at 40 and l5 'C.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Static Light Scattering

Figure 3-1 shows the light scaffering profiles of THF-methanol

solutions of fractions PC5O5 (x : 0.50) and PCF (x : 1) at 40 "C and 15 oC

(300 min after quenching from 40 "C). Here, K is the optical constant, c is

the polymer mass concentration, RB is the excess Rayleigh ratio at the

scattering angle 0, and fr2 is the square of the scattering vector. All of the

profiles exhibit very strong angular dependences, demonstrating the

existence of large particles in the solutions. The phase diagram obtained

previously for the methanol-added THF solution of PCF indicates that the

solutions may be in the biphasic region, and the large particles are the

concentrated droplet phases separated from the dilute solutions.
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Figure 3‐1.Bcrry plots for lnethanol― addcd THF solutions of fractions

PC505← =0.50)and PCF(χ =1)at 40° C and 15° C(300 min a■ er

quenching from 40° C);′猛coH=0.5 and c=4× 10~6g/cm3.s。 lid and

dottcd cttes,thcoretical values for polydispcrse sphcrcs fltted to thc

data at 15 and 40° C,respectively(sce the main text).

For dilute solutions of polydispcrsc sphcrcs, o(a/2?の
1/2 can bC

calculatcd by17

傷=争fШ;驀 駅

where R is the radius of the sphere, w(R) is the weight fraction of a sphere

of radius R, cc is the polymer mass concentration in the spherical

concentrated phase, and Na is the Avogadro constant. Assuming that the

size distribution w(R) obeys the log-normal distribution,'7 Eq. I was fitted
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to the experimental results to obtain the weight-average radius R*, the ratio

of R, to the number-average R,, of the droplet phase and c". The solid and

dotted curves in Figure 3-1 show the fitting results, and the parameters

obtained are listed in columns 5 - 8 in Table 3-I. Droplet sizes are on order

of 100 nm. The concentrations of the droplet phases are as high as 0.6

glcm3 for both fractions and almost independent of temperature. The results

of c" for fractions PC5O5 and PCF indicate the similar affrnities of the

chiral and achiral monomer units to the mixed solvent.

3.3.2 Circular Dichroism Induction

None of the copolymer fractions exhibited CD in dilute THF solution,

as in the case of the chiral homopolymer PCF,17 which indicates that the

intramolecular chiral interaction between the main and side chains of the

copolymers is too weak to energetically discriminate the right- and left-

handed helical conformations in the fluorene main chain.

Figure 3-2 shows UV-visible absorption and CD spectra of the phase

separating solution of PC5O5 quenched from 40 to l5'C. In Panel A, the

main peak of the UV-visible absorption, arising from the r-i transition in

the fluorene main chain, is essentially unchanged over time since

quenching, but the peak height decreases, the peak wavelength slightly

increases, and a new side-peak appears at 426 nm. On the other hand, a

bisign CD signal is induced in the fluorene main-chain absorption region
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by quenching in Panel B, just as in the case of fraction PCF reported

previously. The induced CD disappeared upon heating to 40 'C and

reappeared by quenched again to 15 oC, which is similar to PCF and

demonstrates the thermal reversibility of the CD induction. The phase-

separating solutions were verified to have no optical anisotropy,lT which

means that the induced CD does not arise from a liquid crystal phase. The

polyfluorene chain is known to take 512 or 5/1 helical conformations

favorablyla''u so that the CD induction indicates uneven population of the

right- and left-handed helical conformations of the copolymer main-chain.

The Kuhn dissymmetry factor g" = Ade at 410 nm (the CD peak position)

reaches the asymptotic value at approximately 60 min (cf. Insert of Figure

3-1), which is slightly faster than g" of the PCF solution.lT

The new side peak at 426 nm in Panel A corresponds to the so-called

"pphase" observed for poly(9,9-di-n-octylfluorene) films,2a' 2s which is

assigned to an almost planar conformation of the fluorene main chain with

the torsional angle = 160o stabilized by the n-octyl side chains.tu A more

pronounced side-peak was observed in the methanol-added THF solution of

fraction PC2O8, indicating that some of achiral monomer units take similar

planer conformations in the concentrated droplet phase. Interestingly, a

side-peak also grows in the CD spectrum (Panel B) at the same wavelength,

which may arise from the achiral monomer unit in the copolymer chain

taking the " ftphase" conformation.
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In the methanol-added THF solution with the same $nr"oy1 drl'd c, a

similar CD induction was observed for PC6O4 quenched from 40 to l5 oC,

but a CD signal appeared for PC2O8 even at 40 "C and did not change with

time after quenching to 15 oC. The CD induction experiments were

examined twice for fraction PC2O8, and nearly the same CD spectra were

obtained, confirming the reproducibility of the CD induction for this

fraction.

Figure 3-3 shows the asymptotic CD absorption spectra for all chiral-

achiral random copolymers and the chiral homopolymer PCF in methanol-

added THF solutions (fy"6g : 0.5, c: 4 x l0-7 glcm3). The bisign CD main

signals induced in PCF and PC2O8 solutions are positive in the longer

wavelength region but opposite in PC6O4 and PC5O5 solutions, and

PC8O2 exhibits almost no CD. The sign of the side peak of PC2O8 (at 429

nm) is also opposite to that of PC5O5 (at426 nm). The insert in Figure 3-3

shows the x dependence of the Kuhn dissymmetry factor at the CD peak in

the region of 400 - 420 nm. These results demonstrate that the helical

screw sense of the chiral-achiral random copolymer is inverted twice with

changing x. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first observation of the

double sense inversions in helical chiral-achiral random cooolvmers.
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a bond taking the P-state (M-state) feels the chiral molecular field t -(P)

( m 
-(M)) 

generated by neighboring polymer molecules.27 If the solution

contains P- and M-state bonds of fractions f and fa, respectively, the

molecular fields, , -(P) 
and a 

-(M), 
may be given by

w- (P) = w* pp fp r w* pwfx,t, w. (M) = w* pv.fp + w*mrr.fr'r Q)

where ilr*rr, lr*rr, and ur*p14 are the chiral interactions between two pairs of

adjacent monomer units connected by the bonds both taking the P-state,

both taking the M-state, and taking the P- and M-states, respectively.

Because the molecular field may include both enthalpic and entropic

contributions, w.(P) -rl,-(M) can be regarded as the free energy difference

2LGh of a bond when taking the P-state and M-state in the concentrated

solution. From Eq. 2, AG6 is a linear function of the enantiomer excess 2f

- l, i.e., AGn : K<2fp - 1) + 2 where rc and 2 are panmeters related to the

chiral interactions. In the previous Chapter, it was assumed that 2: 0, but

w*pp and rr*MM are not necessarily identical unless the interacting monomer

units are both achiral.

In the case of a chiral-achiral random copolymer solution, AG6 ma]

depend on the kinds of adjacent monomer units connected by the bond

under consideration:28

AGr,cc = Kcc Q"f, -l)* 4p AGr,ca = KcA Qf, - 1)* 4o,
AGr,,aa : Ktu\(2-f, -l) 

(J)
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where the subscripts C and A denote the chiral and achiral monomer units,

respectively. Because the achiral homopolymer should be racemic at2J; - I
: 0, le7 must be zero. Helical polymers must have long sequences of the

one-sense helical state along the main chain, or the helix reversal must be a

rare event. Thus, the free energy AG of the helix reversal, where the

adjacent bonds take the opposite helical state, must be quite high.2e In what

follows, the dependence of AG. on the kinds of adjacent monomer units

connected by the bond under consideration is not considered, which should

have a minor effect on the helical screw sense inversion.

The enantiomer excess 2fp - I of the chiral-achiral random copolymer

chain can be calculated by the matrix method for the Ising model.28' 30' 3r

The matrix includes the statistical weights of the P- and M-states and the

helix reversal, which are respectively written as

lur,,ror,ro*r, 
: 

""P(AGn ,i(k)i(k+t) f RT)

]'*,,,0,,r0*r1 
= exP(-A Gn,,g,1,1r*r1l RT)

f 
u = exp(- LG,l RT)

(4)

where the subscripts i(k) (I S k < .Af, taking C (the chiral monomer unit)) or

A (the achiral monomer unit), speci$ the copolymer sequence and RZ is

the gas constant multiplied by the absolute temperature. (This R should be

distinguished from the radius R in Eq. 1.) Generating 100 sequences of

chiral-achiral random copolymers with a given N and mole fraction x of the
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chiral unit on a computer, 2fp - 7 can be calculated numerically for the

given values of AG6,66, AGn,co, AGn,ea, and AG. in the routine procedure.

The calculated 2fp - 1 must fulfill Eqs. 3 for AG6.66, AG6,6a, zlnd

AGn,ae. This self-consistent calculation can be performed as follows. From

Eqs. 3, the relations among AGbcc, AGn,ce, and AG6,ee are obtained:

AGr'co =}(oon,cc - hc)* ko, AGn,ae =?(oon . -t.) ts)' Kcc' Kcc '

A trial value of AG6,66 is chosen first, and AG6,cr and AGr,,ee are calculated

from Eqs. 5 using a given set of the parameters rcs^/tqc, Kxt/Kcc, Lcc, frrd

)a6. Then,2f, - | is calculated by the matrix method using those values of

AG6 and a given value of AG,, and the resulting 2f, - I is substituted into

the first equation of Eqs. 3 to check the equaligr. The self-consistent value

of AGh,6g that fulfills the equation is sought.

The previous result in Chapter 2 indicated that 2fp - I for PCF in the

phase-separating solution is close to zero at 40 oC but takes a positive finite

value at 15 "C.17 To reproduce these results, Kcc : 40 J/mol and )ag: 2

J/mol were selected (using these parameters,2fp - I for PCF becomes 0.09

at 40 oC and 0.38 at 15 "C). Furthermore, N: 220 (the average value of our

five polymer fractions) and AG, : 10 kJ/mol (a typical value for helical

polymers such as polyacetylene or polyisocyanate derivatives32'"1. The

remaining parameters in Eqs. 2, Kc.q, K44, &rd Ags,were taken as adjustable

parameters. (The rc and 2 parameters may depend on the polymer
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concentration cc in the concentrated phase, but here it is assumed that these

parameters are independent of x because cc may be insensitive to x due to

similar affinities of the chiral and achiral monomer units to the mixed

solvent, mentioned above.)

Figure 3-4 shows the results of 2fp - 1 at l5 oC as a function of AGh,6s

and x for KgA,/tftg: -2.5, rcne/rccc: 3.5, hc:2 Jlmol, and ht: -4 Jlmol.
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Figure 3-4. Enantiomer excess as a function of AG6,66 and x,

calculated by the matrix method for the Ising model of the random

copolymer with rcgg/tq,c: -2.5, rcee/Kcc: 3.5, kc : 2 J/mol, Aca:

-4 Jlmol, AG.: l0 kJ/mol, N:220, and T: 288 K (15 'C).
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Slight fluctuations in the calculated 2fp - 1 values arise from statistical

elrors in the chiral monomef content generated. The straight line in Figure

3-4 represents the linear relation of 2fp - 1 - (AG - lcd/rccc with 166 : 40

J/mo|. The intersecting point of this line and the curve for each x fulfills

Eqs. 3. At large x, the curve intersects with the line once, but, in the small x

region, there are three intersecting points.

Figure 3-5 shows the self-consistent solution of 2fp - 1 at 15 oC,

obtained from Figure 3-4, as a function of x- At large x Q 0.227), the

calculation gives the unique self-consistent solution of 2f, - L When x

decreases from unity, 2fp - I changes from positive to negative (the
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Figure 3-5. Self-consistent solutions of the enantiomer excess 2fp - 1 as

a function of.r for the oarameters listed in the text.
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solution of branch 1), corresponding to the first helical screw sense

inversion. However, one negative and two positive solutions appear at x I

0.227 . Among these solutions, the positive one reaching the origin (labeled

as the branch 2) should be the real solution because the achiral

homopolymer must be racemic. Therefore, a transition from branch I to 2

is expected with decreasing x, which corresponds to the second helical

screw sense inversion. This discontinuous transition is an interesting

phenomenon. The CD induction at x between 0.2 and 0.5 will be studied

experimentally in more detail in the near future.

3.5 Conclusions

Methanol-added THF solutions of chiral-achiral random copolymers

of fluorene derivatives with different chiral monomer content x were

studied. The addition of methanol to dilute THF solutions of the

copolymers and the chiral homopolymer induced a liquid-liquid phase

separation that produced concentrated phase droplets with a polymer

concentration as high as 0.6 g/cm3 and a size of the order of 100 nm. In the

concentrated phase, the copolymers and homopolymer exhibited mostly

thermo-reversible circular dichroism (CD) induction after quenching in the

main-chain fluorene absorption region, demonstrating the uneven

population of the right- and left-handed helical conformation in the

polymer chains. From the sign of the induced CD, two helical screw-sense
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inversions were found by changing x. The Ising model for chirally

interacting chiral-achiral random copolymers can explain the double screw-

sense inversions.
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Chapter 4.

X-Ray Scattering Study on Concentrated Solutions

of Polyfluorene Derivatives

4.1 Inroducition

In the preceding Chapters, I found the induction of circular dichroism

(CD) in phase-separating solutions of optically active polyfluorenes. The

phase-separating solutions contain mesoscopic droplets of the concentrated

phase, of which concentration is as high as 0.5 g/cm3, and it was concluded

that the CD induction occurs in the concentrated phase due to chiral

interaction among polyfluorene chains. Although the information of the

concentrated droplet phase was taken by light scattering, it was difficult to

investigate the'internal structure of the concentrated phase where polymer

chains interact each other.

In this Chapter, the static strucfure factor of polyfluorene derivative

chains in uniform concentrated solutions was studied by X-ray scattering.

The static structure factor reflects the intermolecular packing structure of

polymer chains that would help to obtain the information of the detailed

mechanism of the CD induction.
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4.2 Experimental Section

4.2.1 Polymer Samples

The chiral-achiral random copolymer samples PC5O5 and PC2O8

were used in this Chapter. Molecular characteristics of the samples are

listed in Table 3-I.

4.2.2Preparation of Dilute THF Solutions

Dilute THF solutions of sample PC5O5 with concentrations from

0.714 x 10-2 to 1.39 x I0-2 glcm3 were first examined to check the

conformation of the copolymer in THF. The solutions were filled into a

quartz capillary cell with a pass length of 2 mm.

4.2.3 Preparation of a Precipitate from a Methanol-Added THF

Solution

Methanol was added to a THF solution of PC5O5 with a concentration

1.39 x l0-2 glcm3 to make dprcos: 0.51. Since fhe copolymer concentration

was higher than those used in Chapter 3, the concentrated phase

precipitated from the mother solution. Although the copolymer

concentration of the precipitate was not measured, it was expected to be as

high as 0.5 g/cm3 from the light scattering results described in Chapter 3.

The precipitate was quickly collected and sandwiched by t'wo cover glasses

to use XS measurements. The sample thickness was about 58 W.
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4.2.4 Preparation of Concentrated Mesitylene Solutions

To prepare a concentrated solution of PC5O5 with a definitely known

copolymer concentration, a less volatile solvent mesitylene (b.p.: 165 "C)

was added to a dilute THF solution of PC5O5 with I .19 x I0-2 g/cm3 and

then THF was evaporated at 40 oC under reduced pressure for 6 h. The

frnal light yellow solution without smelling of THF had a copolymer

concentration of 0.54 g/cm3. The mesitylene solution was sandwiched by

two cover glasses with spacer (mending tape) with a thickness of 58 pm to

use XS measurements.

A concentrated mesitylene solution of sample PC2O8 was also

prepared in the same way. When the copolymer concentration was as high

as 0.5 glcm3, the solution became gel without fluidity, probably due to the

high content of easily crystallized octyl fluorene units. This gel was set on a

sample holder to measure the X-ray scattering intensity.

4.2.5X-ray Scattering

X-ray scaffering (XS) measurements were carried out using a

synchrotron X-ray radiation with a wavelength of 0.1 nm of SPring-8 as the

light source and a 30 cm x 30 cm imaging plate (Rigaku R-AXIS VII) as

the detector. The detector camera was set at 1.6 m (k < 5 nm-r) was used

for dilute solutions and 0.3 m (k < 30 nm-t) distant from the sample cell for

the others.
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4.2.6 CD and UV-VIS Measurements

CD and UV-vis measurements were carried out for a concentrated

mesitylene solution of sample PC5O5 with a JASCO J-820

spectropolarimeter. The concentrated solution was sandwiched by two

round quartz plates with spacer (mending tape) with a thickness of 58 pm.

Because of furbidity, it was difficult to increase the cell thickness at CD

measurements for concentrated mesitvlene solution.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 CD and UV-VIS Spectra of the Concentrated Solution

Figure 4-1 shows CD and UV-vis spectra of a concentrated mesitylene

solution of PC5O5 with c : 0.54 glcm3 (solid curves). Since the solution

was slightly turbid, € may increase at shorter wavelength due to light

scattering. Furthermore, because of weak signal, the SA{ ratio of the CD

spectrum is quite low. Taking into account these experimental difficulties,

we compare the data with those of the phase-separating THF-methanol

solution of the same sample (dashed curves) already shown in Figure 3-2 of

Chapter 3. The disagreement in [JV-vis spectrum may be mostly owing to

the effect of light scattering. Although the CD signal fluctuates

considerably, the spectrum at longer wavelengths resembles that for the

phase-separating solution. The missing of the positive peak around 350 nm

for the mesitylene solution may be due to the strong scattering of the
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incident light, which makes the CD measurement more difficult.
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Figure 4-1. CD and UV-vis spectra of a concentrated mesifylene

solution of sample PC5O5 compared with those of a phase-separating

THF-methanol solution of the same samole.

4.3,2 X-ray Scattering Profiles

(a) Dilute THF Solutions

. Figure 4-2 shows X-ray scattering profiles of dilute THF solutions of

sample PC5O5. Here, the ordinate is the intensity (k) of the scattered

X-ray normalized by the copolymer concentration c, and the abscissa is the

magnitude of the scattering vector k defined as k = (+n t l.)sin(a / 2) with the

scattering angle9 and wavelength .L. The intensities sharply decrease with k,
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Yamakawa and Yoshizaki calculated P(k) for the helical wormlike

chain.r Their theoretical P(k) contains the persistence length q and the

molar mass per unit contour length Mt as parameters in the wormlike chain

limit. Wu et al. determined the parameters for poly(2,7-19,9-bis((,f)-3,7-

dimethyloctyl)lfluorine) (PDMOF) in THF from the molecular weight

dependence of the intrinsic viscosity.2 Using the same wormlike chain

parameters (q:8 nm and Mr: 530 gmol-rnm-l) as well as M*: 7.0 x 104

(cf. Table 3-I) and Az: 5 x 10-4 cm3molg-2, we have calculated (k) from

Eq. (l) where r were chosen to obtain the best fit to the experimental

results. The solid curves in Figure 4-2 indicate the theoretical values of

I(k)/c for the three c, and agreements between theory and experiment are

reasonably well. This implies that the conformation of the copolymer

PC5O5 resembles that of PDMOF in the same solvent THF.

(b) Concentrated Solutions

Figure 4-3 shows the X-ray scattering profile for the precipitate taken

from a methanol-added THF solution of sample PC5O5. The profile has a

sharp peak at k : 4.16 nm-r, and also a small peak at k : 3.17 nm-t. The

sharp peaks imply a crystalline ordering. However, after the XS

measurement, where strong X-ray was irradiated for 180 s, the sample was

dried by heat due to the X-ray irradiation. The copolymer PC5O5 may

crystallize during the drying process.
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Figure 4-3. XS profiles of a precipitate of PC5O5 from THF solution.

To make XS measurements of the concentrated solution with a

definitely known.concentration, we changed the solvent from THF to a less

volatile solvent mesitylene. Figure 4-4 shows the XS pattern for a

concentrated mesitylene solution of sample PC5O5 with c : 0.54 glcm3.

We observe two broad peaks around k:11.5 and 15.6 nm-r. The broad

peaks may reflect a liquid-like packing structure of the polyfluorene chain

in the concentrated solution. The average distance between neighboring

polyfluorene chains (i.e., the peak position of the radial distribution

function) may be calculated from Bragg's equation d:2nlk. The two peaks

give us d : 0.55 nm (k : I 1.5 nm-r) and 0.40 nm (k : 15.6 nm-t).
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Based on molecular modeling based on ab initio MO calculations,

Lieser et al. proposed a 512 helix model for

poly(9,9-bis(2-ethylhexyl)fluorene) (PF2l6) with branched alkyl side

chains.3 They estimated the average diameter of the helix to be ca. 1.6 nm.

This diameter is close to the hydrodynamic thickness (: 1.45 nm) of

poly(2,7-[9,9-bis((S)-3,7-dimethyloctyl)]fluorine) (PDMOF) in THF

obtained by Wu et al.2 from the molecular weight dependence of the

intrinsic viscosity. Those polymer chain diameters are considerably larger

than the inter-chain distance d obtained above from XS for PC5O5.
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Chen et al. analyzed a single crystal data of

poly(9,9-di-n-octylfluorene) (PF8) with linear alkyl side chains to propose

a crystalline structurea's where side chains of neighboring polyfluorene

chains interpenetrate each other and the distance between the neighboring

main chains is much shorter than the diameter of the individual chain (cf.

Figure 3a of ref. 5). Later, Knaapila et al. studied the crystalline and

liquid-crystalline states of PF2l6 with different molecular weights.u Using

the unit cell dimension and the number of chains per unit cell, they

estimated the mean area per chain oin the crystalline and liquid-crystalline

states. The mean inter-chain distance d calculatedby d: o)12 was 0.86 nm

and 0.97 nm in the crystalline and liquid-crystalline states, respectively.

Although the d values are larger than those obtained from the scattering

pattern of concentrated PC5O5 solution, but still smaller than the diameter

of the PF2l6 chain.

Although we do not have enough information about the side-chain

conformation in solution, the inter-chain distance values d obtained above

indicate that two polyfluorene derivative chains can approach each other by

escaping the collision among side chains.

We have further studied a concentrated mesitylene solution of sample

PC2O8 by a XS measurement. The scattering pattern of the solution

displayed in Figure 4-5 possesses a few sharp peaks; the sharpest peak at 5

cm-t may correspond to the peak at 4.2 nm-l in Figure 4-3. These sharp
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Figure 4-5. XS profiles of a concentrated mesitylene solution of

PC208.

peaks indicate a crystalline ordering in the solution, In fact, the solution

was a gel and PC2O8 chains in the solution may paftially crystallize to

form a nefwork because of the easily crystallized di-octyl fluorene unit.

The X-ray powder diffraction profile of PF8 obtained by Chen et al. has

strong peaks at3.7 flffi-I,4.8 nm-I, 7.8 nm-l, 11 nm-l, and 15 nm-I, and

more recently Faria et al. reported similar diffraction pattern of the same

polymer.T Among the peaks, some correspond to the peaks of PC2O8,

indicating that the packing structure in the crystalline domain of PC2O8

resembles that of crystalline PF8. In the scattering profile of PC2O8
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solution, broad peaks around 10 and 15 nm-' similar to those for PC5O5

(Figure 4-4) are overlapped with the sharp peaks. This indicates that the

liquid-like packing structure remains also in the PC2O8 solution. The peak

positions indicate a close approach of neighboring PC2O8 chains by

escaping the collision among side chains.

4.4 Conclusion

We investigated the packing structure of chiral-achiral random

copolymer chains PC5O5 and PC2O8 in concentrated solutions and a gel,

respectively, by X-ray scattering. Our conclusion is that neighboring chains

can closely approach each other by escaping the collision among side

chains. If the side chains might wrap the polyfluorene backbone and two

chains could not come close in solution, we might not expect the

intermolecular chiral interaction among side chains and polyfluorene

backbone belonging to different chains. Since the intermolecular chiral

interaction is essential to the mechanism of the phase-separation induced

CD phenomenon proposed in the preceding Chapters. Therefore, the XS

evidence for close approaching of the neighboring chains is consistent with

our CD induction mechanism.
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Chapter 5.

Summary and Conclusions

a-Conjugated polymers exhibit interesting optical and

electro-optical properties, which can be utilized as semiconductors,

chemical and bio-sensors, displays, and so on. In this thesis, we studied

circular dichroism (CD) behavior of optically active polyfluorenes

induced along with the phase separation in dilute solution. The studies

are summarizes as follows.

Chapter 2. Phase-Separation Induced Circular Dichroism in

Dilute Solutions of an Optically Active Polyfluorene Homopolymer

When a non-solvent methanol was added to dilute THF solutions of

an optically active polyfluorene derivative, the liquid-liquid phase

separation took place, and CD was induced at a low temperature. The

polymer concentration of the separating minor phase, estimated by light

scattering, was very high (- 0.5 g/cm3). The CD induction occurring in

that concentrated phase was sensitive to the temperature. When the

pirase-s.purating solution was quenched from 40 to 10 oC, CD was

amplified according to the first-order reaction kinetics, and it was a

rather slow process (the rate constant:2.5 * l0-a s-t;. The intermolecular

chiral interaction in the concentrated phase may be responsible for the

phase-separating CD induction or non-racemization of this helical
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polyfluorene derivative.

Chapter 3. Double Screw-Sense Inversions of Helical

Chiral-Achiral Random Copolymers of Fluorene Derivatives in

Phase Separating Solutions

The addition of methanol to dilute THF solutions of chiral-achiral

random copolymers of fluorene derivatives and the chiral homopolymer

showed thermo-reversible CD induction in the main-chain fluorene

absorption region, demonstrating the uneven population of the right- and

left-handed helical conformation in the polymer chains. From the sign of

the induced CD, we found two helical screw-sense inversions by

changing the chiral monomer content. The Ising model for chirally

interacting chiral-achiral random copolymers can explain the double

screw-sense inversions.

Chapter 4. X-Ray Scattering Study on Concentrated Solutions of

Polyfl uorene Derivatives

Circular dichroism was induced in concentrated phase droplets in

phase separated solutions of optically active polyfluorenes as reported in

the preceding Chapters. To elucidate the CD induction mechanism in the

concentrated phase, X-ray scattering (XS) measurements were carried

out on concentrated mesitylene solutions of optically active

polyfluorenes in this Chapter. The XS profile for a concentrated

mesitylene solution of a chiral-achiral random copolymer PC5O5 has
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broad peaks around the magnitude of the scattering vector k : ll.5 and

15.6 nm-l, which correspond to the inter-chain distances d:0.55 nm and

0.40 nm, being considerably smaller than the average thickness of the

polyfluorene chain. Although we do not have enough information about

the side-chain conformation in solution, the inter-chain distance values d

obtained indicate that two polyfluorene derivative chains in concentrated

solution can approach each other by escaping the collision among side

chains, which is prerequisite for the intermolecular chiral interaction

among side chains and polyfluorene backbone belonging to different

chains.

Optically active polythiophene and polysilane derivatives are

famous examples exhibiting aggregation- and phase-separation-induced

CD. However, the detailed mechanism of the CD induction has not been

elucidated so far. The results obtained in the present study for optically

active polyfluorene derivatives may help to understand the aggregation-

and phase-separation-induced CD for the other conjugated polymers.
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